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ABSTRACT
The study of many slope channel systems has led to the recognition of recurring architectural
patterns. In turn, recognition of these patterns has facilitated the development of hypotheses of
controlling mechanisms. Together these patterns and hypotheses constitute rules that are used to
construct computer forward models of petroleum reservoirs that are internally consistent,
reproducible, and quantifiable.
Channelized turbidite deposits can be interpreted to be the product of multiple cycles of waxingwaning flow energy at multiple scales. Systematic changes in the volume and caliber of turbidity
flows through time trigger a fall of the equilibrium profile, which drives erosion and sediment
bypass of the slope, followed by a rise of the equilibrium profile, which allows deposition on the
slope of increasingly mud-rich sediments through time. In most turbidite successions, at least
three scales of waxing-waning cyclicity can be interpreted: element, complex-set, and sequence.
The stacking pattern of channel elements within a complex-set cycle tends to be sequential: (1)
erosion and sediment bypass; (2) amalgamation of channel elements associated with a low rate of
aggradation; (3) a disorganized stacking pattern of channel elements associated with a moderate
rate of aggradation; and (4) an organized stacking pattern of channel elements associated with a
high rate of aggradation. Stages 1 and 2 may be absent or minor in mud-rich systems but
prominent in sand-rich systems. Conversely, stage 4 may be prominent in mud-rich systems but
absent in sand-rich systems.
Utilizing rules, forward modeling can produce realistic architectures, such as the 4 stages
described above. Multiple realizations and multiple alternative models can be constructed to
quantitatively examine the probability of specific parameters of interest.

